Insight into virus encapsulation mechanism through in silico interaction study between coat protein and RNA operator loops of Sesbania mosaic virus.
Viruses are parasite by nature and they are responsible for many diseases. Inhibitor development is very difficult for viruses due to their rapid mutative nature. A common approach for treating virus infection is targeting them at the genomic level and an encapsulation mechanism can be one of the targets. Sesbania mosaic virus (SeMV) is a spherical virus and its capsid is formed by a coat protein, which contains the Arginine Rich Motif (ARM). This ARM interacts with RNA operator loops present in their genome and starts encapsulation. Though the structure of SeMV was already solved by crystallography, it lacks the critical ARM domain. We predicted the full-length three-dimensional structure of this protein by using crystal structure (lacking ARM) as a template along with tertiary structure of RNA operator loops. Docking studies were performed to discover the interacting residues of protein and RNA which are driving protein and RNA to interact with each other. We observed that these interactions lead to conformation changes in the coat protein structure, which starts genome encapsulation process. The ARM region is found to be crucial for these interactions. Molecular dynamics simulation studies were performed to check the conformational changes and free energy landscapes were generated to check the viability of these changes in terms of energy. In this work we proposed one RNA operator loop that is responsible for noticeable conformational changes in the SeMV structure and might be involved in the activation of the viral protein. The results of this in silico study can be tested further through in vitro studies and can be used to stop encapsulation.